
H&R Micro-Tech 
INSECT KILLER INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

The insect killer is designed to kill off flying insects by using Ultraviolet (UV) light, such as 
flies, moths, mosquitoes, and other flying pests, and then the electrically charged high 
voltage metal grids will electrocute the insects. The insect killer series are with high 
efficiency and safety, non-clogging killing grids, non-rusted and cracked or faded surface. 
The special designed black light tubes (ultra violet rays) are completely harmless to human 
bodies and pets. Outer mesh protects human from touching the high tension grids. No 
chemicals involved in it, without fumes, smell, spray, or mess and pollution free. The insect 
killer series is ideal for outdoor use, such as in the houses, factories, food-shops, butcher's 
storage, hospitals, etc. 

WARNINGS: 
 Check the local voltage before working. Do not intend to touch the internal high voltage 

grids while working which may cause the danger of electric shock. Never put any metal 
object inside the grids while working. 

 The appliance is for outdoor use. The appliance is not intended to be used in locations 
where flammable vapors or explosive dust is likely to exist. Hang or mount the appliance 
at the place that children can't reach(≥2.0M).  

 Children should be supervised and make sure that they would not operate the appliance 
alone.

 Never remove any fixed parts of the appliance to make any internal adjustment to avoid 
electric shock. If the supply cord is damaged, it should be replaced by the manufacturer, 
its service agent or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. 

 Unplug the appliance before cleaning it. Use a suitable brush to clean the high voltage 
metal grids and get rid of the bodies of insects in the collection tray every week. Be sure it 
is powered off while cleaning and maintaining the appliance. 

 Do not touch the high-voltage grids by fingers or metal. 
 Do not wash the appliance by water or place it in the rain. 
 Do not mount the unit on near heat, gas, oil or other flammable material. 
 Do not clean this product with water spray or any other liquids. 
 Repair should be carried out by the manufacturer or qualified electricians. 
 Make sure that your local voltage and frequency is suitable for the appliance. Ensure the 

earth-connection (Ground) works properly to prevent damage or danger.          
 Dangerous high voltage, the insect killer should be kept away and out of reach of the 

children!  
Rated Voltage: 120V~ 
Rated frequency: 60Hz  

AC120V~60Hz
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